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CONTACT SPORTS 

Sports are series of physical activities that is governed by rules and customs often 

engaged in competitively. 

Contact sports is one in which players may directly or indirectly have physical 

contact with an opponent. Examples of contact sports include: Boxing, Wrestling, 

Judo, Karate, Rugby, Taekwondo etc. 

SKILLS IN CONTACT SPORTS 

WRESTLING; 

1. Open stance. 

2. The neck and forehand hold. 

3. The underarm sweep. 

4. Hand pin. 

5. Buttock fling. 

6. Arm drag. 

7. Leg hook. 

8. Diving to grasp the thigh. 

9. Diving to grasp the right or left leg. 

KARATE: 

Karate was developed about five centuries ago in Okinawa, Japan by Buddist 

monks. It was formally called Okinawate. It has since developed and gained global 

acceptance. Karate was introduced in Nigeria through armed forces. It was 

introduced into institutions of higher learning as an extracurricular activity and 

now incorporated in the Universal Basic Education Board. 

IMPORTANCE OF KARATE 

 It helps in building stamina. 
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 It helps in the development of flexibility, agility and endurance. 

 It develops people physically and mentally. 

 It is useful for self-defense. 

  

BASIC SKILLS IN KARATE 

I. Striking. 

II. Throwing or take down. 

III. Manipulation. 

IV. Choking. 

V. Ground fighting. 

BOXING: 

It is an art of attack and defense with the first practiced as a sport. 

TYPES OF BOXING 

1. Amateur boxing: This is found in colleges, Olympic and common wealth 

games and in many other venues recognized by Boxing Association. Points 

are counted based on number of clean blows landed rather than physical 

damage. 

2. Professional boxing: this takes longer than amateur fights. They last from 

ten (10) to (12) rounds. 

TAEKWONDO: 

Taekwondo originated from Korea around the years 50 BC. It was made 

popular in 1392 during the Yi dynasty as a military training method. Tae (foot), 

kwon (hand), Do (art). The army was made to train Taekwondo, so the very 

first Taekwondo students were Korean soldiers. Then the police and air force 

had to learn it as well. 

In 1973, the world Taekwondo Federation (WTF) was founded. In 1980, WTF 

was reorganized by the International Olympics in 1988. In the year 2000, 

Taekwondo made its debut as an official Olympics sports. 
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SKILLS IN TAEKWONDO 

1. Rising kick to the head with leg fully extended. 

2. Heel kick. 

3. Back kick. 

4. Round house knee kick. 

5. Front kick. 

6. Low front kick. 

7. Knee kick. 

8. Side kick. 

WEEK 3  

NON CONTACT SPORTS 

Non-contact sports are those sports where the contestants or participants do not 

have any possible means of making impact on the opposing player or athlete in 

any way. Examples of non-contact sports are Swimming, Gymnastics, 

Sprinting, Darts or Snooker where players use separate lanes or take turns or 

play. 

SWIMMING: Swimming is keeping and propelling the body in water. There 

are four major strokes commonly used in swimming. These are front crawl, 

back, breast and butterfly strokes. 

Front crawl; It is the simplest, fastest and commonly used skills in swimming. It 

is commonly used skill in swimming. It is usually used in the free style events. 

It is for speed and long distance swimming. 

Back stroke: this stroke is done in supine position. Like the front crawl, the 

stroke is done with alternate pull and recovery arms movement and also with 

alternate up and down leg kicks. 

Breast stroke: This technique is done in prone position, in pull, kick and glide 

manner. To execute the stroke, the arms and legs must work in unison and 

remain parallel to the surface of the water throughout the strokes. 
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Butterfly stroke: The butterfly stroke is also called Dolphin stroke because the 

movement is undulating, like a swimming dolphin. This technique requires 

much strength and flexibility, particularly at the shoulder and torso. It is 

performed in a prone position. The act is like the front crawl except that the 

arms, trunk and legs move at the same time as in dolphin. 

GYMNASTICS: Gymnastics is a systematized form of exercise performed 

with or without apparatus to produce particular effects on the body and achieve 

high standard or fitness and co-ordination of mind and body. It is activity that 

involves stunts, tumbling and apparatus work through which the body is trained. 

CLASSIFICATION OF GYMNASTICS 

1. STUNTS: These are free movement exercises performed on the ground 

without the use of apparatus. Stunts are divided into: 

Individual stunts. 

a) Stunts with partners. 

Individual stunts are stunts done alone while stunts with partners are those that 

needs support. E.g of individual stunts  

 Elbow balance. 

 Head stand. 

 Camel walk. 

 Dulk walk. 

 Crab walk. 

 Hand walking. 

 Rabbit jump. 

Eg of stunts with partners: 

 Chinese get up. 

 Rock chair. 

 Leap frog. 

 Pyramid of five. 

 Pyramid of four. 

 Pyramid of three. 

 Shoulder rest. 
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2. TUMBLING: These are activities which involve turning or tumbling 

while performing them. They include: 

 Forward roll. 

 Summer sault. 

 Backward roll. 

 Log roll. 

 Hand spring. 

 Cartwheel. 

 Arab spring. 

 Horse kicking. 

 

3. APPARATUS WORK ACTIVITIES: They are activities performed on 

apparatus. These apparatus include: 

 Parallel bars. 

 Vaulting box. 

 Horizontal bars. 

 Balance bean. 

 Ropes. 

 Benches. 

APPARATUS WORK ACTIVITIES 

1. Skinning the cat. 

2. Hanging the bat. 

3. Upward and downward circling. 

4. Face vault. 

5. Balance work. 

6. Pull ups. 

7. Rope climbing. 

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS/RULES IN GYMNASTICS 

1. Make sure the apparatus are in good condition. 

2. The ground must be free from harmful objects. 

3. The piece of apparatus must be used for the purpose for which it was 

made. 

4.  Enough space should be given between one participant and the other. 
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